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1. In [4] Meijer introduced the notion of (0, r) -primitive sequence.
Let A = (at) denote a subsequence of the sequence of positive integers
and let r be any fixed non-negative integer. Then A is called (0, r)-primitive
if at =1= 0, r (mod 01) for i =l=j. An (O,O)-primitive sequence is known in
the literature as a primitive sequence. Note that every (0, r) -primitive
sequence is primitive.
Results on the density of primitive sequences can be found in [3, ch. V]
and in [2]. Denote by d(V)=d(V, A) the number of elements of V n A.
We call limsupn->ood([l, n])fn the upper asymptotic density dA of A
and lim infn->oo d([l, n])fn the lower asymptotic density tj,A of A. It is
easy to prove that tj,A = °for every primitive sequence. Put U(O, r) =
= SUPA dA', where the supremum is taken over all (0, r)-primitive se-
quences. It was proved by Besicovitch (see [3]) that U(O, O)=!. In [4]
Meijer showed that U(O, r)=i for odd r. In [5] he continued his work.
The best bounds up to now for U(O, r) with r even read as follows.
19 43 1 43
64 = 144 - 576 < U(O, 2) < 144
(2)
(3)
2_~ __1_ U(O 2) ~_ , .L. 5 dd
24 -144 144< ,a < 144 r 72 ~ 16' a 0 .
19 43 1 1
-=---< U(O 2Sa) < - (1 _ 4- 8 - 1) a odd.
64 144 576 - , - 3 '
385
The lower bound in (1) is due to Tijdeman (unpublished), the lower
bound in (3) to the author [6]. All other bounds are due to Meijer [4], [5],





If 2 1" a and 3 1" a, then U(O, 2a)= 144'
43 ( 9 )-1 43 1
If 2 1" a and 3 I Ia, then 144 - 146753 < U(O, 2a)< 144+924'
43 1 43 1
If 2 1" a and 3 I a, then 144 - 576 < U(O, 2a)< 144+ 924'
We conjecture that U(O, 2a)= 1
4:4for all odd values of a.
2. In this section the upperbounds will be determined.
THEOREM 1A : Let a be an odd positive integer not divisible by 3. II A
is an (0, 2a)-primitive sequence, then dA;;:;; l:~'
THEOREM IB : Let a be an odd positive integer divisible by 3. II A t S
( ) .,. h dA 101 43 1an 0, 2a -primitioe sequence, t en . ;:;;; 336 = 144+ 924'
The proofs of these theorems are similar. For some N we consider the
following sets : If ~N -2a;;:;;m;;:;;N, m =°(mod 4), we define Um as the
set of the integers m, m +2a and the integers c with 2kc = m for some
integer k. If ~N - 2a;;:;;m;;:;;~N, m = 1 (mod 4), we define Vm as the set
of the integers m, m+2a. If ~N-2a ;;:;;m~N, m 1 (mod 4), we define
m m+2a
Wm as the set of integers among m, m +2a, 3' --3-'
LE~mA 1: [1, N] is contained in the union 01 the above defined sets Um ,
Vm and Wm.
PROOF: The Um contain all even numbers smaller than or equal to
N and all odd numbers smaller than or equal to ~N, The Vm contain
all odd numbers x with ~N ;:;;;x ;;:;;~N (as x_I (mod 4) gives x+2a _ 3
3(mod 4)). The TVm contain all odd numbers x with -:iN ;:;;;x;:;;;N and
1 1
-Nsx s-N4 - -3 .
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LEMMA 2: d(Um)~ 1. d(Vm)~ 1. This is immediately clear.
For the investigation of Wm we distinguish two cases :
A) 3 t a
We take into consideration the following nine sets of the type Wm.
X o= { c,3c -2a, 3c}
X I = { 3c+2a, 3c+4a}
X z= {c+ 2a, 3c+ 6a, 3c+ 8a}
X a= {c+4a, 3c+ lOa, 3c+ l2a}
X4={ 3c+ 14a, 3c+ 16a}
8
LEMMA 3A: .r~( U Xi) <:10.
i-O
X, = {c+ 6a, 3c+ 18a, 3c+ 20a}
X s={c+8a, 3c+22a,3c +24a}
X 7 = { 3c+ 26a, 3c+ 28a}
Xs={c+lOa, 3c+30a, 3c+32a}
PROOF: We observe that d(Xt) <: 1 for i ¢. 0 (mod 3) and d(Xt) <:2
for i = 0 (mod 3) . Thus d(Xi u Xt+l U Xt+2) <:4 for every i. Moreover,
if d(Xt ) = 2, then the first two elements of the set Xi belong to AI.
8
Suppose d( UXt} >7. Then the first two elements of K « and X s and
t-a
exactly one element from each of X4, X«, X 7 and K« belong to A . So
as c+4a E A we have 3c+ 14a ¢= A, from which we obtain subsequently
3c+16aEA, 3c+18a¢=A , c+6aEA or 3c+20aEA, c+8a¢=A or 3c+
+22a ¢= A.
(Moreover from c+4a E A we conclude c+ 6a ¢= A, which leads to the
8
sharper 3c+ 22a ¢= A). This is a contradiction. Hence, d( U Xt) <:7. Note
5 t- a
that d( U Xl) <:7 since replacing i by i - 3 for every i does not change
i-O
the structures of the XI.
8 Z
Supposed( U Xt} > 10.By ourlast conclusions this implies d( UXt ) =4,
s i = O 8 i - O
d( U Xt}= 3 and d( U Xt} = 4. Then the first two elements of Xo and
i - 3 i = 8
exactly one element from each of Xl and Xz belong to A. Replacing
c + 4a by c in the preceding arguments we obtain 3c+ lOa ¢= A. So the
first two elements of X« and exactly one element of each of X3, X4, K«,
X 7 and X s belong to A. So we get c+4a E A or 3c+ 12a E A, which means
3c+14a¢=A. As we saw above this leads to the contradiction c+8a¢=A
or 3c+22a¢=A .
8
Hence , d( U Xl) <:10, which proves the lemma.
i -O
If the union of sets Wm is called Wand the number of these sets equals
9L +Y (0 <:y <:8), then it follows from lemma 3A that
10
d(W) <:10(L +2) <:O (9L +y) +20.
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If the union of sets Um resp. Vm is called U resp. V then we have
d(A () [1, n]) ~d(A () U) +d(A () V)+d(A () W)~
1 1 1 3 1 10 1 3~-(N --N+h(a)) +-(-N--N+Ma))+-·-(N--N +-4 2 44 3 9 4 4
43
+ h(a)) + j4(a) = 144N+ js(a),
in which the Ma) can be chosen to be independent of N . This means
that dA ~ I~~ by which theorem IA is proved.
B) a =3b
We consider the following seven sets of the type Wm.
X o= {c, c -} 2b, 3c, 3c+ 2a}
X 1 ={c+4b, c+6b, 3c+4a, 3c+6a}
X 2 = {c-} Sb, c+ lOb, 3c+ 8a, 3c+ lOa}
X 3 = {c+ 12b, c-} 14b, 3c+ 12a, 3c+ 14a}
X 4= {c+ 16b, c+ ISb, 3c+ 16a, 3c+ ISa}
X s={c +20b, c+22b, 3c+20a, 3c+22a}
X 6={c+24b, c+26b, 3c+24a, 3c+26al
6
LI~MMA 3B: d( U X i) ~ 10.
i=O
PROOF : We remark that because of symmetry our upper bounds for
k ~i
d( U Xj) are also upp erbounds for d( U Xj), i= 1,2, .. . , 6-k.
; - 0 i -i
1. If the second element of Xi does not belong to A, then d(Xt} <; 1.
(Of course this implies d(Xt) <; 2).
II. If d(X1) :> I and d(X2 ) = 2 then d(Xo) <; 1.
Namely, if .J:l1(X2) = 2, then c+ lOb E A and further c+ Sb E A or 3c+
+ 8a E A. If c+ 8b E A, then c+ 2b ¢ A and we apply 1. On the other
hand if c+ lOb E A and 3c+8a E A, then we obtain respectively c+4b¢ A
and c+ 6b ¢ A and 3c+6a ¢ A, 3c+4a E A , c+ 2b ¢ A and again we
apply 1.
2
then d ( U Xt) <; 4. (By I and II this implies
i~O
III. If d(X1 )<; I,
2
s:1( U Xi) <; 5.)
i =O
Suppose d(X1) <; I
2
and d( U Xt) > 4. Then by the implication of I
i~O
sl1(X o) = 2, d(X1 ) = 1 and d(X2 ) = 2 in contradict ion with II.
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3IV. s1'( U Xd < 6.
i -O 3 2
Suppose s1'( U X t ) > 6. Th en s1'( U Xtl = 5. H ence .W'(X 1) = 2 by III
i~O i = O
and s1'(X 2 ) ;;;. 1. F urther s1'(X3)= 2. We now have It contradiction with II.
2
V. If s1'( U X tl = 5, then 3c E A .
i = O 2
Namely, if s1'( U Xd = 5, then s1'(X1) = 2 by III, C+6b E A by I, so
i= O
Crj:. A. Now either s1'(Xo)= 2 or s1'(Xo)= I and s1'(X2 ) = 2. If s1'(Xo)= 2,
th en C+ 2b E A by I , 3c+ 2a r/= A and as c rj:. A we have 3c E A. If on th e
other hand s1'(Xo)= I and s1'(X2) =2, then c+ lOb EA , whence c+4brj:.A.
Since c+ 6b E A , we have 3c+6arj:.A. Thus 3c+4aEA. This gives c+
+ 2b rj:. A and 3c+2a rj:. A , and as c rj:. A we have 3c E A.
6
VI. s1'( U Xd < 10.
i -O 6 2
Suppose s1'( U X t ) > 10. By III and IV this implies s1'( U Xtl = 5,
i= O 6 i=O
s1'(X3)= 1 and s1'( U X t ) = 5. By V t his implies (3c E A and) 3c+ 16a E A,
i- 4
and subsequently c+ 14b rj:. A and 3c+ 14a rj:. A, c+ 12b E A or 3c+ 12a E A.
2
If c+ 12b E A then c+ 6b rj:. A, by I d(X1) < I , so by III d( U Xtl < 4.
i =O
A contradict ion. On t he other hand if 3c+ 12a E A then c+ lOb rj:. A and
3c+ 10a rj:. A , which means s1'(X2 ) = 1 and fur ther c+8bE A or 3c+ 8a EA.
2
If c + 8b E A , then c+ 2b rj:. A , .541(Xo) < I by I an d.541( U X t ) < 4. A contra-
i -O
diction. And if 3c+ 8a E A, th en c+6b rj:. A , .541(X 1) <1 by 1, and
2
.541( U Xd<4. A cont radict ion . Th is completes the proof of VI.
; =0
We call the union of t he sets W m again Wand the number of sets of
the type Wm : 21L +y (0<y <20) since one of every three subsequent
sets Wm (ordered to their maximal clement ) is of th e type Xi for some c,
and for TVm of type {3c+ I , 3c+ I + 2a} or {3c+ 2, 3c+ 2 + 2a}, .541(Wm ) ,;;; 1
is val id , we find using lemma 3B that .9f(W) < 24L +y+3 ,;;; ~~(2LL+y) + 3.
If the union of sets Um resp. Vm is called U resp. V again, we have
.9f(A (') [1, n]) ~ s1' (A (') U )+ .541(A (') V) + .541(A (') W) ~
I I I 3 I 24 I 3~"4(N - ?oN + Yda))+4("4N - "3N +Y2(a)).I' 2"l' "4(N - "4N +
101+g3(a)) +g4(a) ~ 336N + gs(a)
in which the gi(a,) can be chosen to be ind ependent of N.
Thi h d-A 101 b hi h h B . dliS means t at ~ 336' Y w IC t eorem 1 IS prove .
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3. In this section we examine lower bounds for dA for suitably
chosen A.
THEOREM 2A: Let a be an odd integer, not divisible by three and e a




THEOREM 2B : Let a be an odd integer, divisible by three and e a positive
real number, then there exists an (0, 2a)-primitive sequence A , such that
19
dA > 64 -e.
REMARK: The condition a odd can be omitted, as is shown in [6].
THEOREM 2c: Let a be an odd integer, divisible by three but not by nine
and e a positive real number, then there exists an (0, 2a)-primitive sequence
- 23167
A, such that dA > 77760 - e.
Theorem 2A is based on the lemmas 4A and 5. For the proofs of theorems
2B and 2C we replace lemma 4A by lemma 4B and 4C respectively.
LEMMA 4A : Let a be as in theorem 2A and N an arbitrary positive
integer. Then there exists a (0, 2a)-primitive sequence AN in [136N , N)
such that A([136N, N). AN) > 1~~N - h (a) (where h (a) is a suitably chosen
constant depending on a but not on N).
PROOF : In the following list we write down the interval from which
the elements of AN are chosen, the elements themselves and a lower-
bound for the number of them . First we give the odd and then the even
elements. H ere again appear constants hi(a) which can be chosen inde-








3a, t«. 13a, 17a (18)
1 2
72N - hi (a) = 144N - hI(a)
5 15
-N - ~(a) = -N - h2(a )48 144
1 8
-N - h3(a ) = -N - h3(a )18 144
Even numbers
U6N,~N-2a) 14a, 30a, 46a, 70a (72)
[!N !N-2a) lOa, 34a, 50a, 66a (72)5 ' 4
GN, ~N-2a) 0, 4a, 12a, 18a (24)
C' l 3 ) 0(4)l-N-N-2a
:.3 ' 8
GN, ~N -2a) 0, 6a, lOa, 14a, 18a, 22a, 26a, 32a,
36a, 42a, 46a, 50a, 54a, 58a, 64a, 6Sa,
72a , 78a, 82a, 86a, 90a, 96a, IOOa, 104a,
I08a, 1I4a, 1I8a, 122a, 126a, ISOa, IS4a, IS8a (144)
[~N !N-2a) 0, 6a, lOa, 14a, 18a, 24a, 28a, 32a,5 '2
36a, 42a, 46a, 50a, 54a, 58a, 62a, 66a,
72a, 78a , 82a, 86a, 90a, 94a, 98a,104a,
IOSa, 1I4a, 1I8a, 122a, 126a, 130a, 136a, 140a (144)
UN ~N-2a) 4a, 12a, 16a, 22a, 28a, 34a, 40a, 46a (48)2 '3
[~N ~N-2a) 4a (8)3 '4
[~N ~N-2a) 4a, lOa, ISa, 26a, 34a, 42a, 50a, 60a, 6Sa,4 '5
76a, 82a, 90a, 98a, 106a, 114a, 124a, 132a, 140a,
148a, 154a, 162a, 170a,I78a, 18Sa, 196a,204a,212a,
220a, 226a, 234a, 242a, 250a , 258a, 266a,274a, 284a,
(288)
[~N, N) 4a, lOa, ISa, 26a, 34a, 44a, 52a, 60a, 6Sa,
76a, 82a, 90a, 9Sa, I06a , 1I4a, 122a, 130a, 140a,
148a, 154a, 162a, 170a, 17Sa, 186a, 194a, 204a, 212a,
220a, 226a, 234a,242a, 250a, 258a, 268a, 276a, 284a
(288)
1 '
ISON - h 8(a)
4
-N - h8(a) - hg(a)144
I 4
36N - hlO(a) = 144N - hIa(a)
1 Ii




-N - hI 3(a )40
We will now check that A N is (0,2a)-primiiive. It is obvious that if
we show for all mEAN, that km, lm-i2a ¢: AN (k= 2,3,4, .. ., l= I, 2, 3, . .. )
then this check is delivered. It is further clear from the construction of
AN that mEAN implies m+ 2a 1= AN.
The rest of the check runs as follows. We split A N in subsets S, which
we call sets. Put, as usual, xS +y := {mx +y: m E S} . It suffices to show
that (xS+y) n A N =0 for x =2, 3, 4, . .. , y=0,2a and all S. In fact to
every set S we shall adjoin some so-called blocked sets which contain
xS +y for these values of x and y and then prove that these blocked sets
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have an empty intersection with AN. By giving such a proof for every
set S the (0, 2a)-primitiveness of AN is established. In the cases in which
it is apparent that the blocked sets have an empty intersection with AN,
no further comments are given.
The following notations are used:
ON: =the set of odd numbers of AN
EN:=the set of even numbers of AN
k
<al, a2, ... , ak(b) := U aj(b).
i = I
Set: 3a(6) n [~N, ~N - 2a)-
Blocked sets : <6a, 8a(l2) () [4N, ~N - 2a) = <6a, 8a, 18a, 20a, 30a, 32a,
42a, 44a(48) n [4N, ~N - 2a) and <9a, I la(I8) n [~N, N)-
Set: 3a(4) n [~N, 4N)-
Blocked set : <0, 6a(8) n [~N, N) (disjoint with A N because
EN n [~N, N) C <2a, 4a(8) n [:N, N)).
Set: <14a, 30a, 46a, 70a(72) n [136N, ~N -2a) C 6a(8) n
() [~N !..N- 2a)16 '5 .
Blocked sets : <28a, 30a, 60a, 62a, 92a, 94a, 140a, 142a(I44) n
n [~N ~N-2a)8 '5
<18a, 20a(24) n [196N, ~N - 2a) C <18a, 20a, 42a, 44a(48) n
n [~N ~N-2a)2 ' 3
<56a, 58a, 120a, 122a, 184a, 186a, 280a, 282a(288) n
n [~N ~N -2a)4 ' 5
<70a, 72a, 150a, 152a, 230a, 232a, 350a, 352a(360) n
[
15 )n 16N, N C <0, 6a, 8a, 14a, 16a, 62a, 64a, 70a(72) n
n [~N, N) (disjoint with AN because EN n [~N, N) C
C <4a, lOa, 18a, 26a, 34a, 42a, 44a, 50a, 52a, 58a, 60a, 68a(72) n
n [~N, N).
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Set : (lOa, 34a, 50a, 66a(72) n [~N,~N - 2a) C 2a(8) n
n [~N,~N-2a)-
Blocked sets: ( 20a, 22a, 68a" 70a, 100a, 102a, 132a, 134a(144) n
[
2 1 )n - N -N-2a
5 ' 2
(6a, 8a( 24) n [~N,~N) C ( 6a , 8a , 30a, 32a(48) n [~N,~N)
( 6a , 8a(24) n [~N, ~N - 2a) C ( 0, 6a(8) n [~N, ~N - 2a)
( 40a, 42a, 136a, 138a, 200a, 202a, 264a, 266a(288) n [~N, N)
Set: ( 0, 4a, 12a , 18a(24 ) n [~N,~N - 2a) .
Blocked sets: ( 0, 2a, Sa, lOa, 24a, 26a, 36a, 3Sa(4S) n [~N,:N - 2a)
( 0, 2a , 12a , 14a , 36a, 3Sa, 54a, 56a(72) n [~N, N )
(disjoint with AN because E N n [~N,N)C
C (4a , l Oa, 18a, 26a, 34a, 42a, 44a, 50a, 52a, 58a, 60a, 68a(72) n
n [~N, N)) ,
Set: 0(4) n [~N,~N -2a)-
Blocked set : ( 0, 2a(8) r. [~N, ~N - 2a)-
Set : (0, 6a, lOa , 14a, 18a(36) n ([~N,~N-2a) U [~N,~S-2a)).
Blocked set: ( 0, 2a, 12a, 14a, 20a, 22a, 28a, 30a, 36a, 38a(72) n
n [~N, N)-
Set : ( 22a , 26a, 32a, 58a, 64a, 68a, 96a, IOOa , lO4a, I30a, l34a,
I3 8a(144) n [~N, ~N - 2a)-
Blocked set: ( 44a, 46a, 52a , 54a, 64a, OOa , 116a, U8a, 128a, l30a, 136a,
I3Sa, I9 2a , 194a, 200a, 202a, 208a, 210a, 260a, 262a, 268a, 270a,
276a , 278a( 288) n [~N, ~N - 2a).
Set : ( 24a, 28a, 32a , 58a, 62a, 66a, 94a, 98a, 104a, 130a, I36a,
l40a(144) n [~N, ~N - 2a)-
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Blocked set : <48a , 50a, 56a, 58a, 64a, 66a, ll6a, ll8a, 124a, 126a, 132a,
134a, IS8a, 190a, 196a, 198a, 208a, 210a, 260a, 262a, 272a, 274a,
280a , 282a(288» () [~N, N)-
Set: AN () [~N, N).
No blocked sets.
With this the check for (0, 2a) -primitiveness is finished.
Now
for a suitable h(a) and lemma 4A holds.
In the following lemma, if '1, '2, .. ., 't are positive integers a sequ en ce
A is called (n, '2 , ... , rt)-primitive if at ¥= 's (mod aj), i *j, 's E {ri. ' 2, ... , re}o
LEMMA 5: (Sattler [6], proof of theorem 1).
Let '1, . . . , ' t be positive integers. Let (Nk)f-l be an increasing sequence
of positive integers and ((Jk)k'-l a decreasing sequence of positive integers
with limit O. Assume that for every positive integer k there exists a se-
quence A(k) contained in [N~-dk, N k] which is ('1, ... , 't)-primitive and
satisfies s1(Ak»xNk-Yk, where x is a positive constant and Yk=o(Nk ) ,
k -+ 00. Then for every e> 0 there exists an {rt, 1'2, ... , 't)-primitive se-
quence A with dA >x-e.
COROLLARY : Let a be a positive integer and 0 < IX < 1. Suppose that
for every N there exists an (0, 2a) -primitive sequence contained in [IXN, N)
with s1(AN»xN -h(a), where h(a) is a function only dependent on a.
Then for every e>O there exists an (0,2a)-primitive sequence A with
dA >x -e.
PROOF OF THEOREM 2A: This proof follows by taking in the corollary
3 43 f I AIX=- x=- at once rom emma 4 .
16' 144
LEMMA 4B: Let a be as in theorem 2B and N an arbitrary positive
integer. Then there exists an (0, 2a)-primitive sequence A N in [~N, N) such
that s1([~N, N)' AN) > ~:N - h(a) (where h(a) is a suitably chosen constant
depending on a but not on N).
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9b, llb (16) I 6b, 8b (16)
9b, llb, 13b, 4b, 6b, 8b (16)
23b, 25b, 27b (32)
9b, llb, 13b (18) 4b + 16pb, 6b + 16pb, 8b + 16pb (288)




[J:.N ~N - 2a)5 ' 9
[?:.N J:.N - 2a)9 '4
GN,:5N- 2a)
[.'!....N, .!N - 2n)15 27
[.!N !N - 2a)27 '3
[J:.N ~N - 2a)3 '8
[~N ~N - 2a)8 '5
[~N,~N - 2a)









4b, 6b, 8b, 16b, 20b (24)
4b + 24pb, 6b + 24pb, 8b + 24pb , 16b + 24pb, 20b + 24pb (432)
(p = 0 (I) 17) with the following irregularities:
198b, 390b (432) do not occur,























0:> [~N ~N - '>a)2 ' 15 -
[
S 16 )
15N, 27N - 2a
G;N, ~N - 2a)
[~N, ~N - 2a)
[~N ~N - 2a)4 '5






b + 4p b (4S)
(p '* S (12))
b, 5b (12)
9b, 2 1b, 51b,
63b, 93b (96)
b, 5b (12)
2b, 6b, lOb, 14b, 26b, 30b (32)
2b, 6b, lOb, 20b, 30b, 34b, 3Sb, 42b, 5Sb, 62b (64)
2b, 6b, l Ob, 20b, 30b, 34b, 3Sb, 42b, 52b, 56b, 66b, 70b ,
74b, 84b, SSb, 92b, 102b, 106b, 116b, 120b, 124b, 128b, 13Sb,
14Sb, 152b, 156b, 160b, 164b, 180b, lS4b, l S8b, 192b, 196b, 214b, 216b ,
21Sb,226b, 22Sb , 230b, 250b, 252b, 254b,262b, 264b,266b, 282b, 2S6b,
290b,294b, 298b, 30Sb, 31Sb,322b, 326b, 330b, 340b, 344b, 354b, 35Sb,
362b, 372b, 376b, 3S0b, 390b, 394b , 404b,408b, 4 12b, 416b, 426b,
436b, 440b, 444b, 44Sb, 452b, 46Sb, 470b,472b,480b, 4S2b, 484b , 504b,
506b ,508b, 516b, 51Sb , 520b , 53Sb , 542b , 546b, 550b, 554b, 570b, 574b (576)
o (S)
4b (S)
4b, 6b, 20b, 2Sb, 36/), 44b (48)
















9b, 21b, 51b (54 ) I 44b + 4Spb (S64) with p = 0 (1) 17 in which
324b, 390b, 70Sb, 744b (S64) are replaced by
31Sb, 396b, 702b, 7S0b (S64)
25 3000
64SN = 77760N
PHOOF: We proceed as in the proof of lemma 4A, omit t ing the ht,(a)
(being not essent ial in the final result) and mentioning at once in an
interval the odd and even numbers respectively.
[!N !N - 2a) 1 1 14 ' 3 4ja, 5a (16) 3~, 4a (16) 48N
UN !N - 2a) 2 13 ' 2 a (4) ~ (4) 12N
[!N ~N - 2a) 2 10 14 22 72 '3 a (4) ~, 2a' :ra' :ra, 6a' :ra (32) 96N
[~N :!N - 2a) 33 ' 4 a (4) 0(8) 96N
[~N, N) 1715a + 4p (48) 0(8) 192N
(p =1= 0 (12))
The check for (0, 2a)-primit iveness is left to t he reader. Byargumenting
as in the proof of lemma 4A we obtain lemma 4B.
rlWOF OF THEOREM 2B: Again this is immediate from lemma 4B by
1 19
taking in the corollary of lemma 5 (X =4' X = 64'
L EMMA 40: Let a be as in theorem 20 and N an arbitrary positive integer.
Then there exists an (0, 2a)-primitive sequence AN in [~N,N)such that
d([~N,N} AN) > ~~~:~N -h(a).
1'IWm" : 'I'he procedure will be as in the proof of lemma 4B.
We write a= 3b so that 2 t b, 3 t b. See the table at pages 395 and 396.
This gives the proof for lemma 20 (check for (0, 2a)-primitiveness and
summation left again to the reader ).
PROOF OF THEOREM 20 :
RgFEREN OES
1 23167
We take in the corollary: <X=5' x=77760'
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1968, 35-49, Amsterdam 1970 .
3. Halberstam, H . and K. F . Roth - Sequences, vol. I, Oxford 1966.
4. Meijer, H . G. - On the up per asymptotic density of (0, r )-primitivo sequences,
Acta Arit h. XXV, 191-197 (1974).
5. Meijer, H. G. - Note on (0, r ).primitivo sequences, Delft, Progress R eport
Series F, 1, 82- 84 (1975).
6. Sat tl er, R. - A t heorem concerning (l'\, r2, .. ., r t)-primitive sequence and an
application to (0, r).primitive sequen ces, Delft Progress Report, Volume 2,
1, 23- 26 (1976).
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